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Gonna Get It
Alexz Johnson

The chords are the same through the whole song(at least I think that they are;):
Bbm, F#, C#, G#

Verse 1:
Bbm         F#
Maybe it ll never come around
C#        G#
Maybe let you push me to the ground
Bbm         F#                            C#   G#
I ll go  cause if I don t it s taking me down

Bbm         F#
And I deal  cause none of it is real
C#        G#
I deal  cause I m covering to heal
Bbm         F#                            C#   G#
I ll go no need to reap the seeds that I sow

Chorus:
    Bbm
But oh you re gonna get it
      F#
Gonna get it
Gonna get it
C#                         G#
You re gonna get it, gonna get me good
Bbm
Oh you re gonna get it
      F#
Gonna get it
Gonna get it
C#                         G#
You re gonna get it, gonna get me good

Bbm         F#
Oh no won t let it go
C#               G#
Give it up won t take my soul (You re gonna get it, gonna get me good)

Verse 2:
So why me, why they coming after me?
All this, it s a conspiracy you see
Can t hide the more I stay awake, the more you try

It s not right, it s no way to live a life
No light, I m running out of fight
Can t hide, the dreams are coming after me tonight



Chorus

Bridge:
Bbm          F#
And I m not falling
C#              G#
Not falling for it
Bbm             F#               C#   G#
I will not just let this take me in
Bbm          F#
So go away, go away
C#              G#
You will never win
Bbm             F#               C#   G#
I will never let myself fall in
Bbm             F#               C#   G#
Never let myself fall in


